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Overview
In this course, you will learn how to work with BILLETS*
and other objects specifically. We will cover the history
of Psychometry, how we can begin opening to sensing
the soul vibrations upon objects of all types, the importance of regular meditation, the benefits of incorporating your chakras, numerous exercises, along with the
ethics and professionalism of the craft.
*A Billet is used in some Spiritualist Services and events
by an intuitive whereby a billet or rather a piece of paper is written on by its author their date of birth, their
own initials, the names of loved ones in spirit and one
question for Spirit to answer. Mediums or the intuitive
hold the Billet in their hand, and discern the answer
through Psychometry.

Rev. Kevin Lee is an ordained Metaphysical Minister, radio host, author,
Paranormal researcher and certified Spiritual Medium. He has served for
several years as the Senior Minister of the Metaphysical Chapel of South Florida (www.MetaphysicalChapel.com) which is located in Fort Lauderdale and
one of 15 such churches across the U.S. within the United Metaphysical
Churches denomination. His Center of Light has been promoting metaphysics,
Spiritualism, and afterlife topics for over 40 years while serving its community
by bringing professional metaphysical speakers, mediums and healers from
around the planet to demonstrate their Gifts of Spirit and Higher Truth
Teachings. Rev. Kevin’s passion is clearly “all things precipitation and spirit
writing”. Since 2012 when he experienced a healing epiphany (emotional and
spiritual) due to witnessing Precipitation Mediumship and Spirit Card Writing,
he has been literally guided by his spirit team towards ever more such
experiences – so much so that now he is the caretaker of a rare Bangs Sisters
painting that belonged to one of his guiding spiritual influences, Ethel Post
Parrish-Riley. His collection of precipitated and spirit writing artifacts have
continued to grow over the years. You can read several of his published
articles on precipitation mediumship at www.TheOtherSidePress.com. He
serves as USA Director for the American Society for Standards in Mediumship
and Psychical Investigation (www.ASSMPI.org).

